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Abstract: This paper discusses the ethical implications of the use of Artificial Intelligences (AIs) or 

therapist chatbots in mental health through the method of narrative review of literature. It defines what 

these devices are, their benefits and limitations for clinical practice. Then, it examines the ethical problems 

that the result from these technologies from perspective of psychoanalysis. It highlights the risks of complex 

emotional harm, lack of validity and reliability of information, and absence of accountability of the agents 

involved. Finally, it presents some recommendations for the development of more ethical AIs and the 

questions that arise in this sense. 
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Resumo: Este artigo discute as implicações éticas do uso de Inteligências Artificiais (IAs) ou chatbots 

terapeutas na saúde mental através do método da revisão narrativa da literatura. Define-se o que são esses 

dispositivos, quais são seus benefícios e seus limites para a prática clínica. Em seguida, examinam-se quais 

problemas éticos que resultam dessas tecnologias pela perspectiva da psicanálise. Destacam-se os riscos de 

danos afetivos complexos, de falta de validade e confiabilidade das informações e de ausência de 

responsabilização dos agentes envolvidos. Por fim, apresentam-se algumas recomendações para o 

desenvolvimento de IAs mais éticas e as questões que se colocam nesse sentido 
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1 Introduction  

 

The emergence of Artificial Intelligences (AIs) such as ChatGPT has enabled an 

unprecedented expansion of technologies based on human interaction with machines. As 

these technologies gain influence in various areas of knowledge, concerns also increase, 

both technical, which seek to explain the functioning and behavior of AIs, and ethical. In 

2023, a letter was sent worldwide³ requesting the suspension of training of AIs more 

advanced than GPT-4, which is version 4 of a machine learning model that employs 

supervised and unsupervised learning methods to understand and produce a language that 

mimics human (Radford et al. 2018). It includes the signatures of researchers from the 
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largest technological laboratories in the world, demonstrating the level of alert with such 

advances. 

The progress of AIs has already reached the field of mental health and shows 

significant advances. Programs using AIs in conjunction with psychiatrists can diagnose 

depression and schizophrenia more accurately than psychiatrists alone. In addition, these 

AIs can also predict the consequences of treatments for these diseases with greater 

accuracy. Furthermore, AIs are used to assist in work with elderly people with dementia, 

children on the autism spectrum, and to help patients confront their auditory 

hallucinations (Grodniewicz; Hohol, 2023). 

It is important and necessary to reflect on the next steps of the advancement of 

technologies with AI in relation to psychotherapy. They question whether AIs are already 

or will be able to perform psychotherapy and if this would represent a break with 

traditional concepts on the subject. Currently, the closest to this model are the 

relationships between mental health specialist chatbots and human users (Grodniewicz; 

Hohol, 2023). 

This work aims to present how chatbots and AIs are present in the field of mental 

health and what possible ethical implications related to the presence of these devices. To 

do so, we raise the following questions: how does the ethics of psychoanalysis articulate 

with the ethics of the development and use of AIs? How does Freud's idea that the analyst 

should not satisfy the analysand's demand apply to configurations and articulations at the 

social level between humans and AIs? How does the development of AIs increasingly 

capable of simulating consciousness affect the narcissistic structure of the subject? 

The scientific and social importance of the discussion the article proposes to make 

is about "the ethical implications of the use of Artificial Intelligences (AIs) or therapeutic 

chatbots in mental health", taking into perspective what psychoanalysis warns us about 

the ethics of desire. Thus, it is a narrative review of the literature, which aims to describe 

and discuss the development or the "state of the art" of this theme, from a theoretical or 

contextual point of view, producing a comprehensive assessment of the literature (Rother, 

2007). 

 

1.1 Therapeutic Chatbots  

 

Artificial Intelligence (AI) is an innovative way to expand therapeutic interactions 

without human mediation. Relational therapeutic agents, based on some principles of 
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psychology, such as in the therapist-patient relationship, can establish empathy, trust, and 

simulate a therapeutic alliance with users. Recent evidence (Lucas et al. 2014) shows that 

people tend to disclose more sensitive information during initial clinical interviews 

conducted by computers than when conducted by humans. The test performed with 97 

participants compares user responses in interaction with humans and in interaction with 

virtual agents in which users reported being more capable of revealing information about 

what they were feeling and about sadness with virtual agents. 

A strong therapeutic alliance can be formed even without face-to-face contact, 

including non-human interactions with applications or with a conversation agent 

(chatbots). Although most mental health applications are abandoned a few days after 

installation, meta-analytical evidence suggests chatbots can increase engagement and 

pleasure in digital mental health care (Prochaska et al. 2023). 

For the most part, chatbots serve as an entry point for conventional therapy, 

indicating that users seek a human therapist (Coghlan et al. 2023). However, others also 

help users regarding mental health, passing exercises based on cognitive-behavioral 

therapy and emulating emotions and psychological connections. These interactions occur 

through direct conversation chat and are attractive because they are easily accessible, such 

as downloading on a smartphone, and because they are fully available to users. 

New forms of digital therapies, such as therapeutic chatbots, show promising 

results in the treatment of various types of mental health problems. A study by 

Suharwardy et al. (2023) demonstrated the Woebot chatbot was effective in reducing 

symptoms of depression, even without human supervision. In another study, addicts who 

interacted with therapeutic agents showed a reduction in the use of substances such as 

alcohol and drugs. In addition, therapeutic chatbots are more effective than digital 

psychoeducation. 

Woebot is a therapeutic chatbot which simulates various elements of a real therapy 

session. It uses rapport techniques, such as asking open questions and demonstrating 

interest, to establish a connection with the user. It also confirms if it understood correctly 

what the user said, normalizes the user's experience, and demonstrates empathetic 

language. In addition, Woebot suggests a type of therapeutic alliance and works 

psychoeducation with the user. Finally, Woebot applies key concepts of cognitive 

therapy, inviting the user to reflect and reframe certain patterns understood during the 

conversation (Grodniewiecz; Hohol, 2023). 
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Despite the numerous benefits of artificial intelligence (AI) technology in mental 

health care, there are also some limitations that need to be addressed. One of the main 

limitations is the lack of data on certain mental disorders. AI tools depend on large 

amounts of data to provide accurate and reliable diagnoses and the lack of data can limit 

the effectiveness of these tools. In addition, the lack of transparency and accountability 

about the use of AI in mental health care is also a concern. Patients need to be aware of 

how their data is being used and able to control its use (Rana; Singh, 2023). 

Another limitation of AI-based mental health care is the potential for algorithmic 

bias. AI tools are as effective as the data they are trained on. Therefore, if the data is 

biased, the results will also be biased, leading to incorrect diagnoses and treatment 

recommendations. Ethical considerations around the use of AI in mental health care need 

to be addressed. This includes issues such as privacy, informed consent, and the potential 

of AI to replace human interaction (Rana; Singh, 2023). 

 

1.2 Ethics and Chatbots  

 

According to Coghlan et al. (2023), for a chatbot to be functional and accepted by 

the user, it needs to be safe, meet demands effectively, and have a form of feedback with 

a team of involved developers. Among the applications which failed in these fundamental 

requirements of users are those which, in a harmful and sometimes unethical way, became 

threats by being offensive, causing emotional damage, confusing user questions, and not 

fulfilling what they promised to deliver in advantages. 

Other risks can be more serious and should even be discussed with greater rigor. 

In Belgium, a man committed suicide after six weeks of intense conversation with the 

ELIZA chatbot (Walker, 2023). The program simulated an interaction a person would 

have with a therapist from a Carl Rogers' person-centered approach, being able to deceive 

users into thinking they were really talking to a human therapist. Here the first ethical 

question is raised, as simulating something is a form of deception and the more deceived 

the user is, the more effective the program is (Grodniewicz; Hohol, 2023). 

Tekin (2023) raises three important points of ethical concern in the use of chatbots 

in mental health. The first is what the author calls "the bot is not a therapist". For him, it 

is incorrect to call what chatbots do "therapy", or to call chatbots "therapists". Chatbots 

cannot provide the same level of care and attention as a human therapist and can 
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undermine the importance of building trust between patients and health professionals who 

could misinterpret the role of the psychologist in general. 

The second point raised by Tekin (2023) is the "presumption of traceability", 

which assumes the point of view that users will be honest and truthful with their chatbot. 

However, people who are knowledgeable about private data and how this data can "leak", 

hesitate to reveal sensitive information to chatbots and may not feel comfortable. As a 

result, the chatbot would create inaccurate diagnoses or ineffective treatment 

recommendations. There is also a concern with data privacy, as chatbots collect sensitive 

personal information from users, and there is a risk this information will be misused or 

shared without the user's consent, as seen in companies like Facebook with the 

manipulation or sales of information that has become a widely publicized public concern. 

Still regarding this second point, the research of Lucas et al. (2014) and Tekin 

(2023) present distinct but complementary points of view. Lucas et al. (2023) suggest 

users tend to reveal more sensitive information to virtual agents than to humans. On the 

other hand, Tekin (2023) argues the presumption that users will be honest with chatbots 

is an ethical problem, especially if users are aware of the privacy risks associated with 

disclosing sensitive information. Tekin's (2023) ethical survey is due to the growing wave 

of data leaks, which was not observed in the interaction of the initial interviews of the 

experiment conducted by Lucas et al. (2014) and may point to an expansion in the 

reliability of the interaction if there is clarity, transparency, and security about how the 

data of the interaction can be used or as data security is improving. 

The third point of concern presented by Tekin (2023) is with the "evidence gap", 

which refers to the lack of empirical evidence supporting the effectiveness of chatbots in 

diagnosing and treating mental health conditions. Although some studies have shown 

promising results, there is still a need for more rigorous research to determine whether 

chatbots can provide effective and safe diagnoses and treatments for mental health 

conditions. Without this evidence, it is difficult to justify the use of chatbots in mental 

health care and there is a risk that patients may be harmed by relying on unproven or 

ineffective treatments. 

According to Sedlakova and Trachsel (2022), there is the problem of not having a 

consensus of ethical precautions nor guides and criteria in the development of chatbots. 

There is also no regulation or body to analyze whether such programs are being developed 

ethically. Furthermore, there is a concern, as a chatbot does not have the same level of 
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responsibility and duties as a human therapist since an AI is not a "moral subject" and 

there are no clear legal regulations regarding the bad outcomes of this relationship. 

There is concern with harm prevention, a field of ethics in technology that deals 

with malfunction, operation in an unforeseen way, or theft of information by hackers or 

unauthorized monitoring (Fiske; Henningsen; Buyx, 2019). In addition, care must be 

taken with government agencies or health services replacing health services with cheaper 

tools such as therapeutic chatbots, resulting in less availability of the already existing 

resources to the detriment of AI technologies. 

Fiske, Henningsen, and Buyx (2019) point out that all AI technology works with 

algorithms and databases and both are subject to ethical problems, such as human biases 

reproducing and reinforcing forms of existing social inequality, which can generate racist 

and sexist chatbots, and the lack of transparency required by market competitiveness 

makes it difficult to act punctually on the problem and identify possible problems, leaving 

all responsibility in the hands of the programmers themselves. 

 

1.3 Ethics in Psychoanalysis 

 

Freud’s and Lacan's psychoanalytic theory can add some density to the discussion 

on ethics both in the production of AIs and in the development of more ethical Ais, as it 

thinks about the social bond and the social field from the relationship which applies, by 

extension, to the relationship between subject and machines. Furthermore, it is possible 

to question the norms imposed by culture, society, and the dominant discourse, giving 

space to think through an ethics of singularity. 

Since its origin, psychoanalysis has addressed ethics as a way of reading 

sociocultural phenomena. According to Rosa, Carignato, and Berta (2006), this reading 

highlights the mode of social bond that constitutes culture, whether in the form of 

consumption, profit, or suffering. According to Palumbo (2016), psychoanalysis can 

contribute to a more complex social understanding, as the subject is not just a product of 

society, but also a desiring subject who can position himself critically in relation to social 

norms and values. Therefore, the ethics of psychoanalysis reintroduces the social bond, 

"inside out", as it invites the subject to assume his desire and reflect on his subjective 

participation in the social bond. 

When addressing ethics in psychoanalysis, Freud (1919/1996, p.214) argues 

analytic therapy should not satisfy the patient's desires, but rather keep him in a state of 
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deprivation or abstinence, since frustration constituted a stimulus for the patient to 

change, and the satisfaction of needs could function as a substitute for symptoms and 

prevent their elaboration and transformation. Moreover, analytic therapy should not 

impose on the patient the ideals of the analyst, nor try to mold him in his image. This 

would be a form of violence and authoritarianism, which would prevent the patient from 

developing his own personality and autonomy. This model also serves for the social, 

because, still according to Freud (1921/1996, p.81), from the beginning individual 

psychology is at the same time a social psychology. 

Freud (1913/1990a, p.164) states "the extraordinary diversity of the psychic 

constellations involved, the plasticity of all mental processes and the richness of the 

determining factors oppose any mechanization of the technique" renouncing regulations 

and rules in favor of the singular manifestations of each individual, being impossible any 

attempt to formulate a unique and true technique. The goal of psychoanalysis should be 

to assist the subject in reconciling with his desire and find a way to live with it 

satisfactorily. 

Lacan (1959-60/1992, p. 314) resumes such Freudian perspective by stating that 

“the ethics of psychoanalysis is the ethics that suits our science, insofar as it is the science 

of the subject”. For Lacan, the subject is the one who constitutes himself in the field of 

language, marked by lack and desire. The desire of the subject is not a simple appetite or 

a biological need, but an incessant search for a lost object that is never found. Desire is 

what moves the subject in his analysis, leading him to confront himself with the 

unconscious, with the Other, and with jouissance. Jouissance is a form of paradoxical and 

painful satisfaction, which surpasses the principle of pleasure and implies a transgression 

of the limits imposed by the symbolic law. 

Jouissance is what resists analysis, as it is what escapes signification and 

interpretation. According to Lacan (1959-60/1992, p. 366), the ethics of psychoanalysis 

consists in "not giving up on his desire", that is, in not renouncing his desire in the name 

of an ideal or a moral norm. The ethics of psychoanalysis aims at a sublimation of 

jouissance in a creative and singular act, which affirms the difference of the subject. There 

is, therefore, an ethics of desire that differs from social ethics. 

According to Possati (2023), ethics cannot be reduced to a code and, at the same 

time, as technology advances, it becomes more necessary to apply ethical analysis 

capabilities to AI systems. The discussion of ethics should start from the point of view of 

design and respond to three levels: ethics in design, ethics by design, and ethics for design. 
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Ethics by design is a way of integrating ethical principles and values in the conception, 

implementation, and evaluation of AI systems. The idea is that ethics should not be seen 

as an obstacle or a restriction, but as an essential and guiding element of the AI 

development process. 

A research perspective inspired by sociology and psychoanalysis enhances the 

analysis of the classic problems of AI, as it considers the human and social aspects 

involved. Psychoanalysis allows us to raise a new point of view on the ethical issues 

raised by AI in a more relational way, considering the interests and perspectives not only 

of the agents but also of the users (Possati, 2023). From this perspective, it is possible to 

analyze the classic problems of AI not only from the viewpoint of a single system but as 

part of a community composed of humans and non-humans. Ethical problems are seen in 

their historical and social context. In addition, psychoanalysis helps us to accept and 

understand the limits of responsibility, recognizing that there are situations in which it is 

not possible to completely eliminate responsibilities and problems. If an AI system 

demonstrates discriminatory behavior towards women, this bias should be analyzed as a 

collective phenomenon, a "habitus" that the machine assimilated from a human-non-

human context. To explain that bias, it would be necessary to reconstruct the unconscious 

communication of the habitus to the machine in a specific social context. And to correct 

that bias, it would be necessary to create new conditions of communication in this social 

field. 

 

2 Ethical Recommendations in the Development of Chatbots 

 

Coghlan et al. (2023) state that, for a chatbot to be functional and accepted by the 

user, it must follow the ethical principles of non-maleficence, beneficence, autonomy, 

justice, and explicability (transparency and accountability). To do so, they must assess 

the risks and benefits of using chatbots, seek and disclose evidence that supports their 

efficacy and safety, respect the privacy and consent of users, ensure the quality and 

accessibility of services, and monitor and evaluate the results of chatbots. They should 

also consider the possibility of revealing crimes to authorities if they detect emergencies 

or imminent risk to users or third parties. In addition, they should seek greater 

participation and consultation from users in the creation and regulation of chatbots, 

respecting diversity, particularities, and the experiences of those affected. 
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Fiske, Henningsen, and Buyx (2019) recommend the creation of clear guidelines 

on the regulation, supervision, and consent of embedded AI, as well as training health 

professionals and consulting users about the use of AI. The use of AI in mental health 

should be an addition and not a replacement for the resources present in the instances of 

mental health. It is still necessary to research the direct and indirect impacts of embedded 

AI on the therapeutic relationship, on other human relationships, and on self-awareness, 

agency, and identity of individuals. 

Tawfeeq, Awqati, and Jasim (2023) affirm that, to protect the user, it is necessary 

to regulate the use of AI systems like ChatGPT, establishing rules to prioritize the well-

being of the user, protecting them from possible damages caused by the emotional 

connection or dependence on the system. They should also ensure transparency and 

accountability of developers in relation to the design and training of AI systems, holding 

them accountable for any harmful or inappropriate content produced by the chatbot. 

Another fundamental point is the increase in education and awareness among developers, 

users, and the general public about the ethical implications of chatbots in general. Also 

important is the need to establish adequate governance and regulation for AI systems, 

including regulatory supervision and adherence to ethical standards. Finally, it is 

important to integrate relevant ethical issues with chatbots with existing ethical structures 

and guidelines for research and use of AI. 

But is establishing norms to be followed enough to maintain an ethical practice? 

A controlled study on the individual decisions of software engineers reveals the 

guidelines have almost no impact on the behavior of technology professionals 

(Hagendorff, 2020). Participants were subjected to eleven ethical decision scenarios 

related to software, covering topics such as responsibility to report problems and errors, 

user data collection, intellectual property, code quality, honesty with the client, and time 

and personnel management. The study involved 63 students and 105 professional 

software developers. Researchers evaluated whether the code of ethics of computing 

professionals had any impact on ethical decisions in six of these scenarios and concluded 

that there was no statistically significant difference in responses between individuals who 

saw or did not see the code of ethics, both for students and professionals. 

Ethics faces limitations both at the individual level and in society as a whole 

(Hagendorff, 2020). In the competitive market, many companies seek to profit from AI 

in various applications, following an economic logic not conditioned by an ethics based 

on values or principles. In turn, engineers and developers do not receive training or 
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support to deal with ethical issues. In the business context, speed is essential and ignoring 

ethics is the easiest way. Thus, the practice of development, implementation, and use of 

AI applications has little to do with the values and principles proposed by ethics. A lot of 

money is invested in the development and commercial use of machine learning-based 

systems, while ethical considerations are used mainly for public relations purposes. 

For effective AI ethics, it is necessary to go beyond verification guidelines and 

adopt a situation-sensitive approach, which values personal virtues and dispositions, 

expansions of knowledge, responsible autonomy, and freedom of action of moral actors, 

not seeking to generalize cases under individual principles, but adapting to specific 

situations and technical configurations. This approach requires a balance between the 

focus on the technological details of AI methods and technologies and machine learning, 

to bring ethics closer to technical discourses, and the focus on social and personal aspects, 

to emancipate moral actors from problematic routines and promote individual 

responsibility. AI ethics deals less with AI itself than with forms of deviation or distancing 

of programmers from what is produced (Hagendorff, 2020). 

At this point, in addition to understanding and analyzing the ethical guidelines that 

govern  the development of AIs, it is important to analyze which aspects impact culture 

in general, highlight these aspects with greater depth and show the way these bonds 

operate in the social subject. This bond is determinant to understand the human and non-

human relationship. Thinking about ethics only from the point of view of technology 

implies thinking about a neutral program that does not imply in the relationship and is not 

affected by the subject, which is not possible to think from the perspective of 

psychoanalysis. 

Thinking about the ethical education of software engineers is thinking about 

education from the point of view of the ethics of desire. For Costardi and Endo (2013), 

education is committed to a civilizing project and makes a moral demand on the subject, 

who must insert himself in the scope of collective ideals without giving up his singularity. 

This insertion implies a cost to the subject's desire, which must renounce part of his 

satisfaction. Derived from psychoanalysis, the ethics of desire does not oppose this 

process, but problematizes it, as far as it recognizes the resistances of singularities to the 

homogenizing proposal of an education. These resistances are expressions of the subject 

of the unconscious, which escapes the didactic techniques and specialized knowledge 

directed to education, whether it is carried out within the school or in the broader sense 

of social experience. The ethics of psychoanalysis affects education, insofar as it has to 
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do with the ability to deal with fundamental evil by other means than goodness, to face a 

gap in knowledge intended to join means and ends, to put into play a new and particular 

knowledge that, sometimes, needs to be invented by the subjects who are implicated in 

the educational endeavor. 

From Lacan's (1959/60) ethical perspective, the subject's desire is the desire of the 

Other and, upon entering the relationship with the law, tradition, and morality, he must 

renounce part of his enjoyment, that is, his instinctual satisfaction, to identify with 

collective ideals. This renunciation is symbolic castration, being the condition for access 

to the field of desire. It is important to recognize there is a remainder of enjoyment that 

escapes symbolic castration and manifests itself as an excess, a lack, or a transgression. 

This remainder or lack is what Lacan calls object a, which is the object cause of desire, 

but which can never be fully achieved or satisfied. The object a is the point of articulation 

between the symbolic and the real, between the law and enjoyment. The ethics of 

psychoanalysis consists in not giving up on one's desire, that is, in not renouncing the 

object a in the name of adaptation to social norms or an illusion of completeness. The 

ethics of psychoanalysis implies assuming the division of the subject, the lack in the 

Other, and the impossibility of absolute knowledge about desire. 

Considering this Lacanian perspective of desire, the production of more ethical 

AIs should highlight the incongruities of the pretensions of universality, rationality, and 

transparency that are often attributed to the ethical production of such technologies. AIs 

are not just logical and computational systems but can also be understood as symbolic 

and affective systems, which relate to human subjects and their desires. Chatbots cannot 

ignore the dimensions of the unconscious, enjoyment, and fantasy which are present in 

human interactions. It is necessary to think about how these technologies will be able to 

deal with the complexity and ambiguity of ethical situations, without being reduced to 

algorithms or predefined protocols, and how or if they will be responsible for their actions 

and their effects, without exempting themselves from the consequences of their decisions. 

Possati (2023) proposes that the development of AI should be based on the 

responsibility of agents (users, developers, programmers, designers, owners, and 

software) and patients (who use AI and interact with it). For him, there can be no real 

responsibility without the relationship between the agent and the patient, as the agent 

cannot act ethically without the patient's demand, regardless of all possible moral 

principles or virtues. Addressing the ethical dimension requires considering the 

individuals who conceive, build, and apply artificial intelligence in their community. 
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Ethics, however, does not align with the creation of globally applicable regulations nor 

with purely subjective obligations. Instead, in the context of interactions between humans 

and AI, it implies understanding AI systems as subjects and objects of ethical evaluation 

in the midst of a complex network of relations between individuals and non-humans. 

Oliveira and Corrêa (2023) affirm that the technological virtuality affects and 

modifies the formation of social bonds. The new reality discards disturbing and unwanted 

aspects and the virtual reminder of a bodyless relationship, present in the relationship by 

an AI, highlights and points at the same time the possible and impossible bonds of this 

human and non-human relationship, or as proposed earlier, between agents and patients. 

Thinking about the problems generated by the expansion of AI technologies which 

encompass the field of mental health from the psychoanalytic bias allows inflections 

about the nature of the relationship and how discourses can articulate with the uses of 

these technologies. Psychoanalysis contributes to the discussions of the natures of 

relationships and, therefore, is fundamental in the discussion of this work. 

 

3 Conclusion 

 

In this paper, we sought to analyze the ethical implications of the use of chatbots 

and artificial intelligences (AIs) in the field of mental health, from the perspective of 

psychoanalysis. We consider psychoanalysis can offer a relevant contribution to 

understand the relations between humans and AIs, as well as the subjective and moral 

impacts originated from this relationship. 

We revisit Freud's idea that the analyst should not satisfy the analysand's will and 

expand it to the configurations and articulations at the social level between humans and 

AIs. We argue this logic is present in the human and non-human relationship, as the AI 

can both meet the user's demands, offering solutions to their psychic contents, anxieties, 

and pains, but can also frustrate or challenge the user, leading him to question or modify 

his patterns of thought and behavior. We exemplify this logic with concrete cases of 

chatbots that use psychotherapeutic techniques, such as Woebot and ELIZA, and discuss 

how they can affect not only the subject's relationship with the AI, but also with the 

subject's other social bonds. We question what the damage of access to a tool that is in 

total availability to the user meeting all their demands are. Would the AI be able to 

embody the demand to the Other, thus satisfying to sustain obedience to social ideals? 
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One of the emerging questions is how the responsibility of the creator (developer, 

owner, designer, and software) of the possible failures and damages caused by their 

creation (chatbots and relational AIs) is theorized. The discussions about the 

responsibility of parents for the subjective manifestations of their children are present in 

psychoanalytic discussions and serve as a basis to see how this problem is more serious 

than it is presented by the researchers cited in this work. What would be under 

responsibility, what kind of organization is necessary to maintain a body responsible for 

establishing such criteria and based on which point of view are some of the possible 

contradictions evidenced during the writing of this work. 

The development of artificial intelligences increasingly capable of simulating a 

consciousness and thus being an artifact of desire seems to cross the subject in a way that 

throws him into an instance of narcissistic potency, considering the capacity to expand 

the limits of the subject himself in his relationship with reality, as well as to shake the 

narcissistic structure causing fear and discomfort, as if in some way the advancement of 

these technologies were increasingly evidencing human incapacities. At this point, the 

construction based on the ethics of AIs must be guided by articulation with psychoanalytic 

ethics, to allow new ways of thinking about such artifacts to exist, enabling an advance 

in the development of technologies articulated in the relations between subject and 

machines. 

It is not possible to think of an ethics not involving the subject in the very ethical 

relationship in which he articulates himself and it is not possible to think of a total 

artificial neutrality when faced with human programmers and a relationship with a non-

neutral subject who is the human. There is no exemption in a relationship, whether it is 

artificial or not. 
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